OBERVATIONS CAMILIEN HOUDE
--It cuts the City in 2 (no more Plateau for Westmount NDG residents)
--Many, many complaints about Westmounters at City hall
--Enables to change a commute into a walk in the Park
--Avoid at all costs closure during the school year
I see many peaceful parents with kids in the morning and afternoon.
--Its consultation process is a disgrace to democracy, it is a joke, badly organised, people kicked
out in Westmount, etc…Makes Valerie Plante look like Trump or Doug Ford…
--Enables to access Lac aux castors from Plateau/Outremont
--Enables to access Belvedere from Westmount/NDG
--Gives way too much importance to cyclists (a small minority is way too vocal and has become a
nuisance to Montreal – Their access to the Cemetery is forbidden / they do not respect
cars/pedestrians nor the driving code, let alone speed)
--Circulating with bikes only is an utopian dream for a bunch of socialist irresponsible politicians
who don’t have kids nor responsibilities. How do you bike to school with 2 kids 7 and 9 when
you have 4km across the mountain? Let alone November to March when temperatures ae
negative? I am still in shock about Mr. Ferrandes comments on CBC radio about speed bumps…
He says cyclist would fly in the trees…Speed is limited at 40kmh, that is perfectly fine, at what
speed does a cyclist take off??? There is no risk whatsoever if you respect the speed limit…
--Pollution does not come from Camilien Houde, honestly there is far more pollution with traffic
jam on du Parc and ave des Pins than Camilien Houde.
--Tax payers living in the vicinity should have more say as any closure affects their daily life
--Alternative routes include more dangerous areas: Numerous schools and hospitals, major
traffic avenues, HEC, U of M, (incl subway exit, a catastrophy waiting to happen) Brebeuf,
Cepsum, Sainte Justine, Sant Nom de Marie, etc!!!!

CONCLUSION:
Use our tax money somewhere else where it benefits ALL Montrealers, not a bunch of
ideological socialists and communists who are just seeking reelection and have lost track of their
political duties and the greater good.

